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You can find Things to Write about Me at:. These prompts are at times inspiring, funny, unusual, and
soul-searching. We hope they'll illuminate a few surprising corners of your spirit and give rise to tales only
you can tell. I now have this journal and Tiny Things to Write About. Or I could use the method of opening
the book at a random page and choosing a prompt. This is not a valid email, please try again. Cover Image
Credit: lifeonacanadianisland. Vulnerability and being soft are not flaws, nor are they a weakness. I will
always choose love. Now, here is a section I would like everyone to please ponder a little bit more please.
Dear You, Take what I say with a grain of salt for I am still young and have much to learn; if anything, I
believe I can add a different perspective to your current way of thinking. Write a snapshot of your future Write
about an evening at your home from the perspective of your cat Each prompt is followed by empty space with
lines for writing in this journal. If you are in high school, oh child, you are just beginning your life. And I hope
by doing so, I create a long lasting impact on his or her life. I have always believed in living life in raw
vulnerability, it does not matter which aspect. I still have those moments. Do not take them for granted, do not
shit on them. High school is where you begin asking the life questions: What do you want to do with the rest
of your life, being the biggest question of them all. I checked Amazon to see if they were selling it for a lesser
price and they were, so I plopped that--and two journals with a very similar title--into my Wishlist basket.
Follow your own dreams, create your own path because you only get one shot at life. I have a lot of
aha-moments when I write. Jason Roberts introduces the journal and at the very end he says this: "engage with
them randomly, methodically, or in the order they catch your mind's eye and spark introspection.


